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Lauren Fielder interned for my public relations firm, Brock Communications, during Summer 
2013. Maggie Philbin, our Senior Account Executive who knew her from USF campus activities, 
recommended her. Lauren impressed me from the beginning with her can-do, enthusiastic but 
sincere attitude, taking every assignment seriously. She took each opportunity and maximized it, 
was the first one in and the last one out, which is valued around here. 
 
Lauren worked with our Brock Communication's social platforms including Pinterest and our 
Facebook page, among other tasks and she excelled. She created valuable and appropriate 
content and increased our Facebook fan base by approximately 40 percent over 10 weeks. She 
also drafted and executed a social strategy for Pinterest and exceeded the goal, reporting weekly 
analytics to our team.   
 
Her enthusiasm came shining through in the production of a video short called, 'Life of an 
Intern' that delivered a real life perspective with comedic content about her experience. It was 
her way of documenting an experience that she was proud of and it served as a thoughtful piece 
that demonstrated her knowledge and gratitude while offering insight to her successors about 
the expectations of a strong internship experience. She also created, 'Monday Morning Madness' 
(on our Facebook page) with constructive tips for career-oriented individuals, using humor and 
relevant content that she curated, sparking social engagement.  
 
Lauren also collaborated with two additional interns, often taking the lead in weekly meetings, 
and setting high expectations for the trio. I believe that her ability to work independently and as 
a fully participating member of a team equips her to contribute now and into the future of any 
job she secures. She is developing critical thinking skills, which I believe she will continue to 
master and I watched her exhibit emotional intelligence with staff and clients too, another valued 
and required skill in our firm. 
  
I am happy to answer any further question you might have about Lauren and her contributions 
while she was our intern or the subsequent interaction we have had as she prepares to enter the 
professional world. 
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Lisa Brock  
Principal, Brock Communications 


